
collaboration software

for developers

HOW CAN YOU USE PROCOREM?
Deal Management
Project Coordination
Document Collaboration
Audited Communication
Investor Reporting
Construction Management

Procorem was built by ProLink Solutions, a technology provider with over 15 years of experience 

Procorem is the first collaborative portal 
built from the ground up with the 
affordable housing industry in mind.  
Developers and PHAs can benefit from 
having better streamlined and 
comprehensive processes management 
for supporting submissions and 
program compliance.  

HFAs and Syndicators benefit from 
Procorem’s use as the official method of 
communication for application 
submissions and investor reporting. 

WHAT IS PROCOREM?

Company Overview

98 Inverness Drive East, Englewood, CO 80112  |  sales@procorem.com |  877.237.3163

“The implementation of Procorem has been 
a complete success. Procorem has 

reduced team stress, cut down on travel, 
and allowed us to conduct file inspections in 
the office. Finally, Procorem  will completely 

cut out the use of paper based products 
increasing overall cost savings and helping 

the environment.”

- Craig Salminen, Kansas Housing Resources Corporation

What People Are Saying



All your deals in one place
Procorem allows you to store, share, and collaborate on all 
your development deals in a secure, digital location. 
Everything’s in one place so information is easily accessible 
to both internal and external parties.

Mobile and accessible anywhere
Whether on-site, in front of potential investors, at the 
office, or working from home, all your project information 
is at your fingertips. Procorem is completely mobile and 
can be accessed from your phone, tablet or computer 
without the need for downloading separate apps.

Complete task management

Your portal for all project participants
Create a secure portal for sharing operating budgets, 
financial reports, streamline contractor communications, 
manage application submission, and control the flow of 
information for all your projects. All activity is audited and 
recorded to create a living project history.

Secure storage
Procorem delivers secure cloud storage for all your 
information. Control who is invited to each ‘WorkCenter’ 
and each file is individually encrypted to ensure your 
data never ends up in the wrong hands.

Ready to learn more?
If you would like to learn more about how Procorem 
can transform your development processes call us at 
877.237.3163 or request a demo www.procorem.com

 

Take Control with Procorem

Connect with us:    98 Inverness Drive East, Englewood, CO 80112  |  sales@procorem.com  |  877.237.3163

With Procorem, easily manage all the complexity of your 
development project with our templated WorkCenter 
structure. Assign tasks to multiple parties, manage 
document and project approvals, organize your 
development project in specific stages and notify all 
parties when tasks are coming up, past due or are ready 
to be worked on!   


